If you could see the inside of your engine, you might get a shock... scraper-ring slots blocked with deposits, rings stuck, pistons scored and coated with lacquer, and gasket fillers coated with sludge, and gum-like deposits on the valve stems.

Can you expect any machinery not to suffer from wear when it is fouled with such harmful waste products?

Here's an oil that constantly works to keep your engine in the clean, healthy condition in which it will give its best performance with minimum wear.

First, the natural stability of SHELL X-100 Motor Oil high grade mineral oil base is further increased by an anti-oxidant additive which stunts the tendency to oxidize and form sludge. Secondly, it contains a detergent type additive which enables it to wash away combustion carbon and gummy deposits as they are formed, thus keeping deposits at a minimum. Thirdly, the dispersing effect of the additive enables the oil to hold these solid impurities in suspension so that they are easily removed when the oil is drained away at the regular oil change.

Give your engine a clean chance in life! Drain, flush and refill with SHELL X-100... the oil that helps engines to resist the major causes of wear.

SHELL X-100 will mix with any mineral oil which is already in the sump, but to get the best and quickest results, DRAIN, FLUSH AND REFILL WITH SHELL X-100.

Detergent • Stable • Pristine

Available in the following grades: SAE 10 • SAE 20 • SAE 30 • SAE 40 • SAE 50 • 10W-20 • 5W-20 • 0W-20